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Celebrating an ongoing tradition [UOP'S

Festival
of Lights
a success

EX ZAMANSKY
vs Editor
|Last Sunday
evening,
•Sklent DeRosa and his
lily hosted a "Holiday
,t.n House"
in
the
esident's home. The festivkicked off at 4:30 p.m.
Id food and refreshments
tre served.
Attendance
at nearly 175 people
im the UOP community.
I"We're trying to bring
ck an old tradition,"
(plained Mrs.
DeRosa.
jviting the faculty and
iff over is a great way for
•ir families to enjoy the
ison."
[indeed, the spirit and
nosphere of the evening
is very festive.
People
•re mingling and enjoying
nversation with each other,
lildren were being enterned by a magician as well
a Santa Claus. Students
.'re also active in the partication of the event.
"We're helping to collect
ats and presents for chil1 en," said Wendy Raynor, a
Huti ur
ivappa Aipna
'mber
of Kappa
Alpha

KRISTEN HUTMACHER
Staff Writer

Chaplain Mark Zier leads in the festivities during the seasonal tradition in Morris Chapel.
Theta. Raynor was assisted
by fellow Thetas Jackie Stone,
Cherise Sorenson and by Tri
Delta Jennifer Schering.
Perhaps the single most
important aspect of the
evening was men
that it
w brought

together members of faculty,
staff, students, and family all
at one time.
"It really brings everybody
from the campus community
together," said Provost Phil
Gilbertson. "It's important
,

that we have a campus tradi
tion that brings people
together."
"It was all really wonder
ful," sai Vice President Judith
Chambers. "It's a tradition to
definitely carry on.'
•
• •

aggett resigns citing executive leadership

ommunication Affairs commisioner decides to strike... see page 3
DOUG HINKLE
Staff-Writer

•

v• >

G. Jon Baggett has resigned
as Senator at Large for MultiCultural Affairs. In his resig
nation letter dated, 11/30/98,
Baggett states, "I can no
longer of good conscience ful
fill my position as Senator of
this organization under it's
current executive leadership.
Baggett in a note received
by the Pacifican expressed his

\v.. . .v.*

: Jf^mett and Dare King at a late September meeting.

Today

Weekend

view that a radical change is
needed to make ASUOP func
tion to the benefit of the stu
dent body.
"Otherwise,
students
should take back their $52.50
per semester and dissolve
ASUOP entirely."
Baggett
had been informed that
Claudia Leyva the Cultural
Affairs Commissioner would
be assuming the duties of a
Campus-Involvement coordiSee ASUOP, page 3

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Sunny
Hi: 56 Low: 35

Sunny
Hi: 57 Low: 35

Sunny
Hi:56 Low: 39

Sunday night, UOP's
annual Festival of Lights
began at 6:00. Called by
the Calaveras Tarnished
Brass
(aka
The
Non
Conservatory
Band
Revival), people gathered
at the columns outside of
the library. They received
sheets of songs and candles
and sang songs as people
gathered. Around 6:15, the
group began walking over
toward President DeRosa's
house, guided by candles
lit along the path and
singing Christmas carols
all the way. There were
familar ones, such as
"Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer" and "We Wish
You a Merry Christmas"
(complete with the figgy
pudding verse), as well as
traditional songs, such as
"Silent Night" and "The
First Noel."
The group made its way
over to President DeRosa s
house, where everyone in
the house was serenaded
After singing at his house
the procession continued
on to Morris Chapel for a
service celebrating some ol
different
holidays
the
occurring this month. The
group of students was
joined bv a good number of
people from the communi
ty. A variety of songs were
sung and in between
songs,
various
people
informed the congregation
of these holidays. Steven
Lutz discussed the Story oi
Chanukah
and
Erica
Birlew told the Story of
See Festival, page 5

It's a Boy!
"And he will be called Wonderful Counseler,
Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace."

ADMISSIONS
JoAnna Luis-Parsons

BIOLOGY
Eric Thomas

C.O.P., MATH DEPARTMENT
Carolina Quiroga

C.I.P.
Stephan L. Coggs
Kathy C. Rodriguez

COMPUTING SERVICES

Ed Bates

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Kathleen Cooper

EDUCATION
Kay Briggman
Wes Briggman

person of Jesus Christ. If
or about its implications
us.
ENGINEERING
Joe King
Eloise Libhart
Gary Martin
Jim Morgali
Mary Nickola
Bob Pollard
Dave Rose Hi
Barbara Stanton
Richard Turpin

INTRUCTIONAL
MEDIA SERVICES

FINANCE CENTER
Debbie Jones
Sharon Loduca
Carole Massey-Reyner
Dennis Parkinson
Billie Singer

PHARMACY
Arthur Harralson
Paul Williams

PHYSICAL PLANT

R. Lowell Cooper

Carol Schmidt
Walter Spivey

LIFELONG LEARNING

REGISTRAR

Jo Thompson

RESEARCH & GRADUATE
STUDIES
Sheila Bacus-Alton

Carol Edwards
Patricia Isbill

mbir
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Baggett sees this as putting
an
additional layer of
SUOP-tinued from page 1
bureaucracy over an already
Leyva would still existing one. Baggett feels
(pr
end the UCC meetings on that Marzette's actions are
ond'iy but they wouldn't too theoretical. They sound
mandatory as they are good, "a student is part of the
uler her current paid posi- process, but when it comes to
implementing them, it does
1F
Leyva confirmed this and n't work."
"Russell doesn't under
•ntioned that she looked
rward to tackling issues stand how an organization
ch as use
student facili- works, he's way over his
Baggett
replied.
s, and making the web- head."
When
asked
where
he
ce more ethnically diverse.
Baggett was then told that thought ASUOP is heading,
• would have to be the ones Baggett responded, "For dis
tending additional meet- aster unless Russell leaves."
gs which would have con- In response to the question of
icted with his schedule. A how much support Marzette
dure of communication has within ASUOP, Baggett's
hich led Bagget to think he answer was, "1 don't know,
as being kept in the dark among Senators he has little
as another reason for the support."
The
way
es i gn a t i o n .
Marzette
is
run
aggett felt that
ning
the
govern
is was a way
ment
is
in
I Marzette, the
Baggett's opin
. S U O P
ion very authori
'resident, keeptarian. Baggett
ng him occu
acknowledges
pied with the
that Marzette's
ssues in UCC.
past statements
According to
on government
a g g e t t ,
lead him to think
larzette wants
Marzette
o keep Baggett Former Senator Baggett that
isn't running a
cupied so he
Our mission
von't concern himself with democracy,
seems
to
no
longer
foster the
he Marzette's actions and
free exchange of ideas and
olicies.
The resignation letter goes, opinions. 1 see only one opin
n to state that for the past ion, one idea, Russell's."
Marzette himself doesn't
two months due to the lack of
an Attorney General and a feel overwhelmed with the
strong Senate voice, Marzette issues he is facing.
"If you asked me two
has been inventing, directing,
months
ago I would have
interpreting and enforcing
probably
said yes, but since
policy throughout the orga
then I have built around
nization.
"Once again, in my opin myself a structure that lets
ion this has been premeditat me see the big picture." The
ed and is a impeachable issue of the Senate lacking a
offense.'
Earlier in the voice was also raised in the
week, Baggett had been resignation letter. Baggett
informed for the first time of feels that this is a result of the
a policy change that Marzette structure. Senators meet
had made regarding reim every two weeks with at least
bursements. The Pacifican one sub-committee. They
has confirmed that Marzette have no vested interest in
ad told Luong Nguyen in what goes on at ASUOP, or
the beginning of the year that within their school or con
r°m now on, all reimbursestituency group.
Marzette on the same mat
'H'nts for school-related
1 ities were to be signed of
ter replied, "I believe the con
Nguyen. This job is stituency or schools don't uti
aiready being done by the lize the Senator position to
accountant of ASUOP who is the degree that they should,
Paid to do it.
and that is the problem."
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Just short of resignation,
Barriere decides to strike
positive effects of your humble
decisions." If this plan along
with a timeline is not recieved
Jorge
Barriere
the by the date, then Barriere will
Communications
Affairs resign.
Barriere in his letter express
Commissioner is officially on
strike. In a letter obtained by es support for Jon Baggett w ho
The Pacifican, Barriere requests has also resigned. In the letter
that the executive board Barriere mentions that the
acknowledge the weakness wave of recent resignations is
within
ASUOP.
Barriere far from over. In Barriere's
describes the organization as words, "it ain't over yet."
M o l l y
being "in dire
need of a mir- "When a government Campbell, the
Senator
for
a c 1 e . "
is not doing what the t
h
e
Barriere feels
the organza- students want, that's Conservatory,
M a g g i e
tion has not
why it's secretive.
Vineyard,
lived up to
at
Senator
the expecta
- Tim Burridge Large
for
tions of other.
Former ASUOP RHA have
The executive
board
has
Attorney General resigned due
to what they
u n t i l
describe
as
Feburarv 1,
1999 to come up with a written time commitments.
Matt Dunsdon, the President
plan to restore the moral,
enthusisam and sense of pur Pro-Tempore is leaving next
semester for an intership at
pose within ASUOP.
"If that plan necessitates res General Motors. Barriere feels
ignations within the execuive that while these resignations
board, then understand the are not organizational related,

DOUG HINKLE
Staff Writer

others am contemplating resig
nation due the fact they no
longer feel they can serve the
students in a honorable fash
ion.
Barriere is worried that these
resigntions could lead to a quorumless senate, which would
make it impossible for Senate
to function. The new senators
who would be appointed
would have to be trained, and
in Barriere's words "I personal
ly would not feel comfortable
with a young senate reviewing
our constituion."
At the Senate Session this
past Tuesday, a Pacifican
reporter was kicked out when
the Senate voted to go into
executive session to discuss
Barriere's
strike
letter.
According to Tim Burridge,
former Attorney General,
"When a government is not
doing what the students want,
that's why it's secretive. 1
would ask them, why do you
need to hide behind these
walls? In a university, open dis
cussion needs to be encour
aged"

Mu Phi "rings" in holiday spirit
ALEX ZAMANSKY
NEWS EDITOR
Last Wednesday, Conservatory fraternity
Mu Phi Epsilon put on a performance of
hand-bells, organ and trumpet play, and
singing in Morris Chapel.
Chavonta
McGrew, a Mu Phi, directed the music and
singing.
"It was a great event that 1 really enjoyed
participating in," said Angelina Whitesell,
Mu Phi Epsilon President. "Hopefully, tliis
will be a tradition that will earn' on for years
to come."
With such classic holiday songs as "The
First Noel," "We Three Kings," and others, it
was no wonder the audience attending the
recital watched with smiles and applauded

accordingly.
"Being able to represent like that for the
Conservatory was really
nice,' said
Chavonta McGrew.
Between selections played. Chaplain
Mark Zier spoke out on behalf of the spirit
and enjoyment being presented.
"The bell playing really helps to accentu
ate the season's spirituality," said Chaplain
Mark Zier. Zier, who gave a short blessing
during the recital also said that "it was fan
tastic that the performers could play so well
together with the bells."
The recital concluded with all the per
formers getting into groups of threes ami
standing in the outside aisles of the chapel
leading everyone in one last song, "Joy to
the World."

The Pacifican is currently accepting applications tor
Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager to assume duties
in the Fall of 1999. Applications can be picked up at
The Pacifican office on the third floor, above KUOP, of
Hand Hall.
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Across the Nation
Nebraska Wesleyan rats go for gold
LINCOLN, Neb. — Imagine
jumping over the Grand Canyon if you

were blind.
And then imagine the only prize after completing this
death-defying feat was a few measly pellets of food that cer
tainly don't look all that appetizing. That's the situation that
Pink, Huffy and about a dozen other rats faced Saturday at
the 22nd annual Rat Olympics. The Olympics, a long stand
ing tradition at Nebraska Wesleyan University, attracts
crowds year after year as the rodents compete in events such
as the long jump, the 5-foot rope climb and the speed press.
And in the world of competitive sport, some rats are defi
nitely superior to others.
She is not one of our star rats," Jeff Meese, a sophomore
psychology major, said of his rat. Pink. Pink was not faring
well in the long jump, an event in which two platforms are
placed farther and farther apart. The rat, whichhas been
trained to respond to the sound of jingling keys, is expected
to jump across the expanse. "She does it, but just not fast
enough/'Meese said.
"She's done better in the other events, though." The rats
are trained to respond to sound, because though they art
nearly blind, they have excellent hearing. "(Pink) can't even
see as tar .is she jumps," Meese said.The blindness could
"plain the fright some of the rats seemed to feel before their
jumps, some of them even experiencing loss of bladder con
trol. In other cases, wild platform jumps in the wrong direc
tion resulted in crash landings on the white tile floor.
I Womfort also afflicted the rat "parents," student owners of
the rats. One was scratching furiously at a batch of hives
resulting from her rat s fur. Others had their hands covered
by their rodents' messes.The rats are trained as part of
Wesleyan Professor Ken Keith's Learning and Motivation
course.
Yale U. senior found stabbed to death
NEW HAVEN, Conn. —
Davenport senior Suzanne Jovin '99 was
found stabbed to death at the intersection of
Edgehill Avenue and East Rock Road,
about a mile north of central campus, at approximately 10
m. Fnday night, New Haven police officials said.
Police responded at 9:58 p.m. yesterday to reports of a
woman bleeding at the intersection, according to a New
Haven I olicc press release.
Officers discovered Jovin, 21, suffering from multiple stab
U °uu
h,ld not determined whether the
e \ ° SJ,d
t
stabbing had occurred at the location where Jovin was found,
(he Farmington medical examiner's office confirmed the
cause of death as a multipl stab-wound homicide
NW Haven Hice are uncertain of motive, and have
V tn
°VVOd up'" Mid ,udy Mongillo, New
. l c v P u W , c information officerjovin, a political sci£™'im mU'ma"°n'1.1 relations
™jor from Coettingen,
Urmany was a coordinator of Best Buddies, a volunteer
1 '7 ^7* With mentjl retardatioa
EariieHnlho"^""
h ; °7n,nfi. she <md group members held a pizza; "
r
making party for the adults at Trinit Lutheran Church it
Orauge and Wall streets, said Dan Kcvhler W

|at the

^

^
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UOP sips on some M.I.L.K.
Residential Life and Housing gains recognition
CAROL WHITE
Staff Writer
On November 14, twentyone members of Residential
Life and Housing staff
attended the Northern RAP
Conference at St. Marv's
College.
The conference was a
daylong convention for
UOP's Resident Assistants
(RAs).
The Western Association
of College and University
Housing Officers organized
the
Northern
RAP
Conference.
The program is just one of
many opportunties for
Pacific Resident Assistants
to be involved with the
community as well as with
other Ras on a more nation
al level.

This year's theme was, Joseph DeVera, Anna,
"Got M.I.L.K." -Motivation, Guzman, Luzelle AdviJ!
Inspiration, Leadership and and Charlene Lapus.
Kreativity.
The purpose
The "Koloring 0lUsJ
was to give Resident the Lines program
Assistants from all over the ognized in the top tenJ
area the chance and priv- sentations.
iledge
to
The coitventi
share
sue"Got M.I.L.K." - is just one o| j
cessful pro
many pr,,Rrj(
Motivation,
grams with
R e s i del
Inspiration,
one another.
Assistants
TwentyLeadership and participate in.
eight schools
Other even
Kreativity."
attended,
will
with
UOP
a nnounct
presenting four of the forty- throughout the year m
eight programs offered dur anyone with an idea ci
ing the exchange.
contact
the
Office
The program, "Learning Residential
Life
to Get in Touch With Your Housing.
Inner Child," was recog
Previous events hd
nized as one of the top five included trips to Calaven
presentations at the confer Big Trees State Park, as wd
ence. It was presented by as trips to San Francisco.

U N I V E R S I T Y O F T H E PACIFIC
A quality program from a distinguished Univenin
565 E. Harding Way
Stockton, CA
466-5534

10% OFF |

All Orders For November j
With UOP I D.
.Send A Real Christmas Treat

Flowers
From:

Pioli's

Y

Gregory Vietz
Owner

HENRT'S
COCKTAILS

UNIQUE CURRICULUM
* Emphasis on Leadership and Innovation
• 1 Year Accelerated Program
• Full time or Part time enrollment
• Day & Evening Classes
• International Study Opportunity
• General Management & Entrepreneurship rraeks
• JD/MBA and Peace Corps joint programs

lu-rv V<ti C an Throw Your Nuts on the Floor

Stockton's Best Kept Secret
rues: $1 tequilla shots
Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Ihurs: $1 Bud's

INFORMATION SESSION
rhursdav, December 10, 1998
6:00 -7:30 p.m.
Weber Hall 112
R.S.YP by calling 946-2629 or
e-mail cl02a110@u0p.edu

Party on the Weekends!!
(209) 941-4272
Q2S [.. Harding Way « Stockton, CA 95205

http://www.uop.edu/esb

EBERHARDT SCHOOL OF BUSlNH

L l N ( BERlOl998
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Hit of Reality" a big hit for San Joaquin food bank
—

ast Tuesday morning at
i the men of Pi Kappa
>ha began their 4th annu
al of Reality." They set
camp in McCaffrey
from the
nter across
akstore and began their
hour simulation of being
•meless. "Hit" lasted from
Tuesday morning until
00 Thursday morning,
th "No food, no shelter,
shower" as their slogan
the ordeal, the bros prered to raise money for the
n Joaquin Food Bank.
According
to
Brian
bens, Pike's community
rvice chair, they were only
owed to eat what people
ve
them—handouts,
ey could still go to classes
d to on-campus jobs, but
herwise, they had to be
ere in McCaffrey Center,
bbens said they raised
700 last year and their
>al for this year was to
lse $2000. A jar was set up
a table that encouraged
ople to give.
People
ound campus had also

estivaL

ontinued from page 1

hristmas. Then both the
andles of the Jewish
lenorah and the Advent
ndles were lit as Lutz and
irlew talked about what
«tch candle meant.
Jan Mohamed Jaffer was
he next speaker. He said
's is the month of
amadan for Muslims—the
°nth in which all Muslims
ast, every day, from sunup
sundown.
^Presentatives of various
r°ups then came up and, as
^ Celebration of Service,"
lscussed what their groups
>re doing to serve the
11munity
of Stockton,
presentatives from varifraternites and sorori'**, as well as from RHA,
'rt' there and lit candles
w their groups.
ae University Chorus,
y Chavonta McGrew,
,n8 a song called "In the

MembersnfP^app^lp^ive fife large as they pledge themselves to the community.
been asked to pledge money.
Damion Martin said, "It
shows the concerns people
have." Fellow Pike Kevin
Marion agreed as he stood
shivering, "All you think
about is being warm and
Bleak Midwinter," followed
by University Chaplain
Mark Zier, who told a story
to the children about the
original Saint Nicholas.
After singing some more
traditional Christmas songs,
including "Silent Night
again, and "Joy to the
World," it was time to go to
the President's Room for
cookies and hot cocoa.
First, however, was the
lighting of the Christmas
tree.
Earlier this week,
workers were busy putting
numerous strings of lights
on the big tree outside of the
President's Room. As the
now much-larger group
sang O Christmas Tree, the
lights blinked on, much to
the crowd's delight.
To
their greater delight, the
doors to the President's
Room opened and let every
one in out of the cold to
enjoy hot chocolate and
cookies.

football around and others
lounging around on their
sleeping bags.
The jar
appeared to have quite a bit
of money in it already and
the table was covered in
food. Evidently every year
at least some of the sorori
ties make food to give to the
bros, and this year was no
different.
Some people
were overheard wondering
if "they're getting better
food now than when they
eat in the dining hall."
All in all, "Hit of Reality"
seemed to be a success for
the men of Pi Kappa Alpha.
As of Sunday night, the
event had raised $1700 for
the San Joaquin Food Bank,
according to Tibbens, but he
added they weren't finished
collecting all their pledges.
He said he felt certain they
would go over $2000.
"We're happy because we're
going to make more money
than last year." He also
added he was glad they did
it last week since tempera
tures were supposed to
drop into the mid-30s this
week!
-

ISXEN HUTMACHER
iff Writer

table and several bros
eating."
Many of the bros were returned to McCaffrey cart
decked out in coats with ing broken-down cardboard
hoods up or hats on and boxes "to use as padding."
Wednesday afternoon in
several
were
wearing
gloves. A pile of sleeping McCaffrey Center showed
bags lay waiting behind the some of the bros tossing a

.

..

|

J
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KUOP music fans plan next move
CAROL WHITE
Staff Writer
On Thursday, December
3, the "Save Our Station
Committee" met to brain
storm
what
direction
would be the most effective
in changing KUOP back to
a classical music station.
Issues like becoming a
non-profit
organization,
searching
for
the
current/former 4000 mem
bers of KUOP, starting a

Instant Cash Loan
Annette's
Jewelry & Loan Co.
Pawnbrokers
474-7532 - 7201 Pacific Ave.
2 blocks N. of Lincoln Center

We Buy or Loan
Money on Rolex
'f Watches, diamonds
jewelry, almost
anything of value.

news bulletin to establish
communication
among
supporters, and drafting a
letter to the Board of
Regents were discussed.
"The main thing we need
is communication and a
unified voice," stated Jody
Holder. "We need to let the
university know that we re
not going away."
Since the transition of
KUOP from music to
National
Public Radio

'The main thing
we need is com
munication and
a unified voice
... We need to let
the University
know we're not
going away.""
- J o d y Holder.

See KUOP, page 6
jewelry Design • Jewelry Repair

OKUHARA JEWELERS
4343 Pacific Ave.
University Square
Stockton. CA 95207

JON OKUHARA

(209) 478-9815

s
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KUOP_

Continued from page 1
(NI'R) this semester, there
have been various forms of
complaints from various
listeners. Many have writ
ten letters to the station,
while some have written
letters to the Stockton
Record.
Several weeks
ago, there was a peaceful
protest in front of KUOP
on Hand
Hall
Lawn.
Fabienne Serriere, a third
year
music
perfor

mance/mathematics major
said that, "This is a worth
while cause because a com
munity public radio station
should serve the communi
ty, which KUOP no longer
does.
It's just all news
now."
For more information,
contact Neil Hudson at
847-0540,
or
protest@mindsync.com or
on the world wide web at
http: / / www.mindsync.co
m/KUOP.

Concerned listners plan action about KUOP's programming.

JHE PACinr,

From the archives of the Pacifican, February 27. 1930

First flyers passes pilot's test
THE PACIFICAN
Four more of Pacific's stu
dents are licensed airplane
operators. On February 20,
1930, Katherine Case, Forrest
Rand, Elton Hamilton and
Rodney McCailum passed
the federal Department of
Commerce
examintaion
given by Inspector W.K.
Andrews at the Oranges
Brothers' Airport
Miss Case is the first
licensed woman pilot in San
Joaquin county, and also the
first aviatrix at Pacific. Elton
Hamilton is a freshman
majoring in aeronautical
engineering, while Forrest
Rand
and
Rodney
McCailum were both regis
tered during the summer
session. Ralph Hughs and
Ken Hamilton received their
lisences recently.

l'he
government
test
includes a written exam
intaion on die air commerce
rules, and one on the
Department of Commerce
regulations dealing with die
operation and inspection of
aircraft and pilots; in addition
Our orange and black
plane, the "Flying Bengal,"

was used in the flight exami
nation.
The high degree of success
of these students is a credit to
Chester
P,
Lieutenant
Winston, aviation instructor
who has put forthever}' effort
to train first-class pilots. It is
sate
well-informed in

New at Tiger's Grocery!!!!
J u s t in t i m e f o r w i n t e r

Icee Machine!!!!!
' ° S Ti«",-s
M

KVt-yTr
s < " < K c r > »> '4,

'aVO'i,C
brinks at
24, 32 ounce sizes!

c heck it nut!!!

Scorr SWTTZER
OP-ED EDITOR
946-2114

T H E

o

EDITORIAL

UOP STUDENT

P A C I F I C A N

ED

THE PACIFICAN
DECEMBER 10, 1998
PAGE 7

ITACIFK AN

Quote of the
Week
UOP ADAtDCCSTRATION
"The secret of
success is
sincerity. Once
you can fake
that, you've
got it made."
-Jean
Giraudoux

For student views on
the Editorial topic,
see Question of the
Week on page 8.

/ /, / , U 1
,
,
—
tudents, beware the ides of january
j
Here
we are, nearing the
1 of the semester. Most sturits look forward to spend; some time at home, or
•rely some time away from
tool. With the axe put to
luary term, there are even
ire students in this group.
Little do these students real' that as they make their
preparations 1U1
for the
uw
~
iding escape from Pacific,
re is a low chuckle followed
sardonic laughter that
nes from high up in the
I s administration. It is
? that the "student-cend" administration begins
ting against the very stuB ftat provide life to this
versity. The worst part
ut it is few students have
i the slightest clue what is
l8 to go on while they are
e.
his close to the winter
'k has brought up an interrig point. It seems that the
,est decisions made in this
lent-centered" university

occur wEpn
when the
the least
least amount
amount
of students are present. The
only question is, why?
It was in the winter term of
the '95-'96 school year that saw
the brutal massacre of the football program. They had even
less of a chance than dk
Custer at Little Big Horn. Was
it just coincidence that this was
the time the football program
ended? Or was this calculated
to prevent students from tak
ing action until it was too late?
Many of the students I have
talked
attending
— to
~ that were
•
•
Pacific during this tragic ^—
time
recall hearing about the oo ball program being cut on
ESPN. Perhaps this is he
greatest travesty, that
t
administration would stoop so
low as to go behind the students bacl5 to cut the football
program giving the students
no chance of being heard. This
does not seem very democratIC, does it.
Even if the plotting and
schemtag
scheming stopped
stopped there,
there, it
it

••••

T II I

see. 1I speak
in concern
concern of
injus- see
speak in
of Dr.
D
would still be a horrible injus
Derleth
being
denied
tenure
tice. However, the devious
plans and crooked meetings not by the Faculty Evaluation
went even further. This past Committee, but by the
summer, somebody murdered Provost's office. What is the
point of the Committee if the
our beloved mascot, Tommy.
Provost can
Even some of
override their
It
seems
that
the
those students
decision and
biggest decisions
who were in
not give any
Stockton were
made in this
excuse or rea
not aware of this
son, -centered
aside
foul
deed. ..
"student
foul deed.
It
m.,de no differ- university occur when
ence, for
jeasf amount
ence
or the
UR
THE LEAST
AMOUNT Ot
UL ISA-CONTIDCN
plan had already . ^ nts Qre present, tial matter?" I
taken effect and
H
think adminis
the only thing ——""•
ide on a new
tration members one and all
e <•
went to the Clinton School of
new
mascot.
logo
has any- Hair Splitting before receiving
Speaking of which, has ary
jmr p
one t
All in all.
all, this
is a horrible
tUo
tl
logo on anything?] u*1
situation for students to be
sake of imagination, maybe on forced to sit through. It is time
the
basketball
courts? the students make their views
Personally, I think we spent a known, to let these people
lot of money on a mere phan- know that they will be heard.
torn^ ^
^ ^ ^ The administration
_
cannot
. ; . I
push us over if we don t let
greatest injustice is happenmg pusn
„gh,
ngiu before our eyes, for all to .hem.
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OPINION
Question of the week
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Do you keep up with what's going on oncampus during winter/summer break?
"No, it's my
vacation. Why
shouid I stress
about school when
I'm on break?"
-Angeline Le
Sophomore

with ASUOP.

Yes, just the sports
scores though."
-JeffMahon
Sophomore

THINK!
No, because I
don't think
about i t "
Tara Eason
Senior

Contact

"Not really
because there's not
much contact &
there's no formal
publications that
are sent from
campus."
-Tim Bryan
Junior

For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 7.
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UOP dining halls
need some change
IsARAH CLASS
Staff Writer

I brought my laundry
card to the dining hall the
other day instead of my
meal card, and I had to walk
back to my room and get my
other card so that I could eat
dinner. I suppose this has
happened to everyone. We
all try to just give the dining
hall people our social securi
ty number and convince
them that we really do have
a meal plan and that we
already paid a couple thou
sand dollars to eat. But they
don't believe us. They think
that we are trying to trick
them, and rob them of their
precious food.
tooa.

Who knows? For all they
know people who forget
their meal cards might be
bums just trying to get a free
meal, although bums would
probably opt for the leftover
McDonald's option.
This morning the cafeteria
police caught a girl eating
who had forgotten her card
and gone into the dining hall
to "just sit with her friend."
It was quite an ordeal. The
manager was called over
and the girl of course didn't
want to finish her meal after
being yelled at. She should
have just skipped breakfast,
I guess.
Then there's the nights
when they give us tickets for
the special eiurees.
entrees. We
tne
»»c only
uiuj

get one ticket, just in case we to the barbecue/picnic you even if they forget their
try to eat too much of the don't get a plate and you cards. The dining services
are probably unwilling to do
amazingly lean beef or the can't eat.
this: the card system raises
We
should
get
rid
of
the
cheese shells. We also get
the dining hall's profit
card
system,
or
at
least
fig
tickets for the picnics, except
because
people are unable to
ure
out
a
way
to
let
people
everyone doesn't always get
eat their pre-paid meals.
who
have
meal
plans
eat
ticket. Then
when
you
go
aa ik.r«.
mtn
.
r

Professional wrestlers grappling with government

irvrrm T

....n .

JOSEPH DE VERA
Staff Writer

On Thanksgiving night,
Hollywood
Hulk Hogan
appeared on the Tonight Show
with Jay Leno making two
important announcements.
First, he announced his retire
ment from the world of profes
sional wrestling. Second, he
wanted to run as president for
the United States in the 2000
elections.
Hogan never considered
running for the position, until
the media, supporters, and
fans suggested for him to do
so- This happened soon after
Jesse the Body Ventura won as

£
Governor for
the state of
Minnesota. Hogan took the
idea into consideration and
began studying and analyzing
political issues.
Fans of the professional
wrestling world have gone
hysterical over the major
announcement. But is the
American public happy with
the idea of having a profes
sional wrestler as the President
of the United States of
America? Will world leaders
from other countries take him
seriously?
The executive office should
only be run by experienced,
knowledgeable, and well-spo
ken individuals. Just because

Hrman is
u America's
A rrwri ra's most
most Sophomore
Snnhnmnre Jason
lason Fleitchauser if he actually pulls through
throi
Hogan
famous wrestler, does not said, "1 don't care who runs for with his plans. Hogan, as well
mean that he is qualified for president, just as long as they as many of his supporters,
the position. Professional are qualified." The problem is need to realize that everything
wrestling is fake, and these that Hogan is not capable of becomes reality outside of the
squared circle. The United
wrestlers should stick to act handling such a position.
States,
as well as the rest of the
Hogan
is
and
was
the
spot
ing. Hogan has never had any
world,
is not ready to be run
light
for
professional
type of government experi
by
people
who see the job as a
ence before, and just because wrestling, but he is and will be
joke.
he's studying today's political the biggest joke in Washington
issues does not mean that he
can do the job well.
Many people do not take
Hogan's announcement seri
ously. Sophomore Jeff Mahon
commented, "It's a joke. The
only thing he's doing is giving
wrestling good publicity.'
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE
Other people are less con
cerned about the issue.

Pacific StateBank

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Altaville
Columbia
Stockton

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Grov eland
Tracy

ht1p://w w v..pacificstatebank.com
pacstatcCffaol.cixn
Member
FDIC
What could htinnen if

KV

have a pro-wrestler as president .

795-1897
962-4305
839-2728
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Ups and Crime victim shares the real story
Downs
Dearf Editor,

THE PACIFICAN
Here it is, the long await
ed and promised second
installment of the Thumbs
up. Thumbs down. This is to
congratulate those who
deserve praise, and point
out those who have commit
ted an oops. Look forward to
next semester, when The
Pacifican hopes to make the
Ups and Downs a weekly
column. At any rate, enjoy!
Dean Benedetti
for advocating tak
ing the 'F' on all
transcripts off the
actual record, therefore not
effecting student G.P.A.

1 1

This letter is in response to
The Junior Mint, in the
November 19 issue of The
Pacifican. What you wrote in
your article about the Public
Safety report is incorrect. It is
not so much your fault,
because the facts were reported
wrong in the previous issue.
This is the real story. A
pedestrian was waiting to
cross the street when a car

i

<

i

i

.

«

pulled up to her and stopped.
The passenger in the car leaned
his head out and spit on the
pedestrian, then drove away;
no words were exchanged. The
driver and passenger were
both big men, and the pedestri
an a small, petite female.
The female was insulted,
hurt, perplexed, and shocked
after the incident. She called
Public Safety to report the inci
dent because, as you may not
know, that spitting on some

.

.

.

one is considered assault.
What you also may not know
is that her description of the
men matched up perfectly
with the description of the men
that were involved with the
vandalism mentioned in the
same Public Safety report last
week.
Maybe you are asking your
self, how do I know so much?
Well, I happen to be the one
spit upon. You mention that
you would have taken some

vigilante action on those
"spit and run." What J
supposed to do, run after th
and chase them down? re
was really nothing thai',/
have done. You can g0 4
and make fun of me for rerv ing this incident, but I <ji think you would "grin" ifw
were the one with spit allow
your face.
Sincerely,
The One Spit
jpu Upon
upon

Chemistry TA's: Part of a larger problem
Dim Editor, respect,

„ r-i
• ,
respect, I feel cheated. Organic could
could set
get 8
8 questions right.'
Chemistry is possibly the hard 1 m not asking for anyone to ous Chemistry departmen
In
response
to
the est course offered al UOP, judgthe west coast and this is re
November 12, 1998 article on ing by its high failure rate. I sugar coat and spoon feed me sary to uphold the high <
the front page about the heard the horror stories, and I Chemistry, but this disrespect dards of our pharmacy
of our superiors is
Chemistry lab TA situation, I hate to say that every single on the part
r
'3 dental
uenuu scnoois.
schools. Most 'sch
would like to say that you've one of them has come true. I
|
M
i
k
e
greatly missed the big picture.
I
for
y Olowokandi
As a second year pre-dental
y
r
vouijc, ai
i u
geMo
pass
es c^,
and
L
being late to the cer
and biology major, I have expe instead, I m being told to basi
emonial retiring of his own
rienced serious frustration and cally deal with it on my own. I one deserves to be laughed at incorrect. I have friends a,
Jersey.
aggravation
with
the
and told that they are stupid, schools back home in G
would really like to meet some
Chemistry department in gen
Most of the time, I can't believe that don't have this pro
one who could teach them
h>
the
eral, and the TAs are just the selves OChem.
what I hear, especially when So if the University of G
groundskeepers
beginning. To Dr. Jones, Dr.
1S ™ e?e jeve* academics
There
are
even
bigger
nrnh
can find English speaking
that mow Knoles
Gross, and Dean Benedetti, I
lawn by hand.
must ask: who are you kid labs. Not only do the TAs nnt
have to import them eiti
1 A \1
,
ding?
1Qw how to solve
speak
English
well
it
has
this
°\i
there's a larger problem a:
To the leaf blow
To say that the TA's "speak
become painfully obvious that that Dp e™' b seems to me ated with this, I would apf
ers that blow leaves
English, with an accent" is a
they simply don't w^t to be
^ ate * if *e Pressors n
during 30 MPH
gross misrepresentation, no
winds.
S3y S° instead of masking
there. We all know that being a When it coS" rl
pun intended. The situation is TA
is a requirement of the dor- K™.,
down to it, an effort to introduce gr
far worse in the Chemistry 25
One final week of
^ diversity on campus. 1 w
and 27 labs than in the Organic toral program and it seems that are atltake TheT
mat
the semester, then a
~ reali>' Hke to know when
Chemistry labs, but all the TAs many of them resent that. I've ter is that ifM -f PaSS Sfganic
break, albeit a short
heard numerous stories of out- Chemistrv i A " <(
the Iast time Dean Benedet
leave much to be desired in
ened one.
right mdeness and cruelty on and T
j g6t my BS" goot inside a Chemistry lab
their communicative skills. I do
d L'nta I school.
the part of the TAs and Dr. I could a"
tory. As of yet, I have not
I
]
not doubt for a second that my
3 reality
y&fe,
To the "studentGross
himself;
and
this
quite
if
I
honpstWh
^
u
Dr.
Gross set foot in my
TAs know their Chemistry
14 was 311
centered" adminis
frankly,
is
the
worst
problem
of
mv
fault
I
once
this entire seme
well, I will give them that. But
tration that does not
all. The lowest score on the last somethi
,wou^d hke to see Forgive me if I feel that!
that knowledge is meaningless
respond to student concerns
lab test was a -6. Dr. Gross how? I 8 d°nf ah°ut this, but really don't know from wl
when the students can't access
on Dr. Derleth being denied
lP dut draw we students are coming.'
it because of a significant lan orchestrated the total to include mmraric™
tenure.
o
n
s
etween
t h e challenge y o u , Dean Bened
guage barrier. It does not mat 1 / 5 of the point total being Chemi ~
08ydepartm^
2lSf^'
^ a «P * fa da®
ter how well my TA can do an
.
I
Holt/Atherton
y
!t
even
,
building and see what s ie
DC hem reaction when he's 5 chance of getting each of the though hinl
I for
their
46
questions
right.
Therefore,
are
on
the
Chemistry
going
on in the departm
f*P^ning it in half English,
cooperation
and
sarne
t
i
e
highest
score,
w
h
e
n
d
o
u
els
the
J
,
ifficulty
levthat
y
o
u s o steadfastly dch
naif Chinese. I like my TA, he's
friendliness in pro
87 ** S°
Ask the students hoW
bled
was
64,
not
80,
and
the
much
bettti^
'
really a nice guy, and he'sexcel
viding The Pacifican with
y^eXpe"
or simPJy sta»d baCkJ
lowest
was
-16.
A
friend
of
rience
fo
B?i^
lent at Organic Chemistry, but
historical articles.
°^Uch m°re observe the frustration. N
that isn't enough. I pay $25,000 mine who chose to remain positLe fo,
try?
me believe that you und
a year to get a good education nameless, observed a girl who Kudos to thT r" u
C,
a movie theatre
de
artment
d received
K a
I r department
received a negative score forl find!
P
stand that it's the students »
not a lesson in pointless aggra ohad
u r n n a m g E n v h c h
n h p rf a c t - o i 1 1
,
.
. . .
1
that no longer fea
er test asked her what that TAs On1sPeaking matter, and that our 1
vation
I
also
don't
go
to
Chem.
tures new movies,
1havef
d
lTI
°™
is your top priority. I
tab to learn "cultural diversity" meant. Her TA's response? fan^^
"taking its only use for stu
my
OChem, but the Chei
Even a monkey could do bet- TAs than foT fr°m
>
TAs
job
is
to
teach
me
dents to not go inside and
Chemistry, not cultural aware self
vote.
R
°n Gross ^ themtfoef^R6 Pmk8BOIa dePartment has already
^ why can'f the me
ness. If I wanted that, I would self; when asked about the 16 S
dePartment take a lesson
point
discrepancy
said
he
put
fo
take 3 sociology course. In that

JSn ZStZZ

1™^assess chtcre be,n8 toted fm — & «?*•
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lOP's literary tradition sets campus standards
the end of September.
throughout November the
After the October 30 dead editors and staff worked to
line for submission, the edi complete the volume before
"Calliope" is the oldest lit- tors determined which of the the end of the semester.
Original authors were con
ary publication on campus pieces they were printing.
at is published every Forty-one of those stories tacted when the editors
made the final volume of this needed "permission of the
mester by students.
original author only to edit
This semester's publica- publication.
continued
Editors gathered to deter grammar,"
on was the responsibility of
indsay Grimes, Daniele mine the "quality and cre Grimes.
Editors gathered to deter
agon, and Anne Michael as ativity of the writing," said
Grimes of the judgement mine the "quality and cre
itors.
ativity of the writing," said
Dylan Bartley and David phase.
Determining which pieces Grimes of the judgement
Vtherington produced this
olume of "The Greek Muse are appropiate and which phase.
The Metro section is proud
should be left out is not a
Epic Poetry."
Developing the Fall 1998 simple task. More than 65 to print these student works
olurtie of "Calliope" began submissions were turned published in "Caliope" to
ith Dr. Camiile Norton's into the English Department. display to the campus and
At the end of October and community.
pointment of the editors at
sneak in some hot chilly pepper. Otherwise,
RED BY NATURE
put Tobasco on his steak that is medium rare.
LUCIA MATEIALONA
Yummy! You'll see he will be too embarrassed
"DANGER," "STOP," DO NOT ENTER," to cough and he'll turn into a tomato. Red bell
WRONG WAY," are all important traffic signs, pepper- ding, dong, ding-dong. For dessert,
e siren of the ambulance and fire would have some whip cream with stawberries. or, a
ounce your fate if you fail to obey. And Washington! Apple. Crunchy?
Lady in red. Dressed to kill? Of course, it is
you enouner a flat tire in the midst of the San
Mateo Bridge, please use the red flares. It the sexy color. I have seen and heard a song
helps the flowing traffic and also brings help like that too. You want to get in the mood?
drink red, red wine while listening to "Red,
faster.
TL
t he Red Scare- the hysteria that is depicted Red Wine" by UB40.
"Roses are red, violets are..." —depicts
in American history. The Red Army was the
romance,
does it not? "chocolate candy hearts
mtamous Chinese communist party. The
sw astika on the bloody background flag indi to give away," with Stevie Wonder on the
cated brutal Nazis. Communism in our world radio. Valentine— nonsense. I would rather
kick it on the beach and watch the beautiful
is like the big, bad wolf in a little kid's story.
sunset.
Highly recommended.
My brother, my own blood, has my father's
Better
yet, wait for Christmas and be my
unique, but unforgettable alcoholic face.
Santa
Claus
and take
a ride on Rudolph.
On a hot
nut date
vidic that
trigt turns into a disaster,
msidfrLei,
...
. .

DADDY DANCIN'
ANONYMOUS
He'd pull up the two chrome chairs from the kitchen set
Blue eyes Sparkling
Barbara and 1 would wait expectantly;
He'd postions himself between
Plump, gray marbled plastic chairs.
Boxer's muscled arms holding onto dull aluminum tubearms
He'd do a Utile dance.
Worn out leather Sunday shoes shuffling back and forth
on the cracked, gold-flecked linoleum
beat from an imaginary jazz band
We'd laugh and clap.
What a sight!
My
daddy!

K. STEPHENS
etro Editor

PATRIOTISM
ANGELA RUSSELL
"I pledge allegiance to the flag"
my grandfathers fought and died for
"One nation under God"
doesn't mean much anymore
"The emblem of the land 1 love"
is burning in the street
"The republic for which it stands'
is free to everyone
"Liberty and justice for all"
except for sins too old to be undone
"the bombs bursting in air gave proof"
we defend those far and near
"Land of the free, home of the brave"
yet we don't fight our battles here
"You see what so proudly we hailed"
from so many years ago
"Keep an eye on the grand old flag"
it's not tire same one I used to know.
.

••

•••

larines recruiting candidates for Officer School

/ crrn,,
x STEPHENS
etro Editor

Recently our school was a
"uiting target for the
Wed States Marine Corps,
early every kiosk and bulln board that students
mc 'n contact with has a
^c'al poster highlighting
e
enefits of attending
e,r Officer Training School,
f
a Department of
L ' avy, i offering paid
s
S| ions for undergraduates
o are willing to attend the
?°rous Officer Training

_ .
School (OTS)
Captain Ryan Wilkins of
the Marine Corps Recruiting
Command in Sacramento
gave an informative phone
interview in regards to my
inquiry about the heavy
recruiting noticeable on our
small, but comfortable cam
pus.
He explained why there
was an interest in UOP as a
source for candidates to
OTS. Captain Wilkin stated
"UOP is a good school." The
USMC had a UOP graduate
and OTS candidate did very

11
n—wiitin
well.
Captain
Wilkin
announced that Jeffrey Stiff
"graduated from our pro
gram and became an Officer
in the Marine Corp."
When a civilian graduates
from the OTS, he or she has
earned an equivalent rank to
a Naval Academy graduate.
The only difference being,
graduates of OTS have
optional service after com
pletion. "Officers are lead
ers, and they have a choice to
do it," commented the
Captain.
Graduates of the program

rprpive
monetarv stipend
receive a monetary
from their time dedicated to
the training. After complet
ing the OTS program gradu
ates receive around $3,000
for their ten-week commit
ment to training, comparable
to a US Marine Sergeant.
After enrollment to the
program, candidates are
trained
in
Quantico,
Virginia. OTS training will
include broadening cate
gories ranging from acade
mics, USMC history and tra
ditions, land navigation, to
weaponry training and tac

tics. Physical training
in the
t
tradition of the USMC
entails running, hiking,
upper back development
and other physical require
ments.
Freshman
applicants
attend the training for six
weeks after their first year,
and an additional six weeks
after their junior year of col
lege.
The decision to call, apply,
and follow through with the
program is that of the candi
date. Determining whether
See Recruiting, page 13
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Pacifican of the Week

Career and
Internship movinq

Professor Merril Schleier
defends art and history
LARA ZAMANKY
Calendar Editor

everyday life as she enjoys
her career as an educator.
Professor Merill Schleier
So you have an interest in has a dual role here at UOP.
art and all the aspects of its She teaches many classes in
history, right? Welcome to art history and others in the
the wonderful world of art department. Schleier is also
and art history! There is so the coordinator for the
much a student of art can Gender Studies program.
do in life
Schleier's
with
a
passion for
degree
or
art started
two in any
when
she
area of art.
was a stu
There
is
dent
her
more
to
self.
She
"art" than
a l w a y s
just painting
enjoyed vis
and creating
iting musebowls and
£ urns and art
cups out of
exhibits.
clay (even
Quite fre
though that
quently her
is a com Merril Schleier
students in
pletely enjoyable aspect!). her classes go on field trips
Most people are not aware to museums in places such
of that art is a part of so as San Francisco. Schleier
many fields of study. Art is received her Ph.D. from the
a part of history, psycholo University of California at
gy, museums, research, Berkeley and has been a
books and many other professor here at UOP for
areas.
sixteen years.
Are you still confused or
Schleier enjoys the per
unconvinced of the useful sonal environment here at
ness of an art degree? To UOP. Due to the small size
help you out, there are of the campus and student
many professors with that population, it gives her the
area of expertise to give you opportunity to really get to
complete and
devoted know
her students
attention.
Schleier feels that, "educa
One professor in particu tion here is a collaborative
lar makes art a part of her process." She likes to inter-

AUTHENTIC
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
sandwiches. fresh salads • sot r
ORAFTBEFK .' wines
2300 W. Alpine Ave
(1 Block From 1-5)
462-6668

THE PACIFICAN

act with her students as
well as the faculty. UOP's
location works out very
well for Schleier because
the campus is very close to
Berkeley where she uses
many of their art resources
and located not far from
several art centers in San
Francisco.
Art History is a multi
dimensional field of study
as it relates to many differ
ent time periods in history
and it opens up a wide
dimension
of
inquiry.
Schleier incorporates her
work of gender studies into
her art history classes.
Gender studies is like a
work of art that explores
the constructions of mas
culinity and femininity in
art and life.
As an art historian there
are many job opportunities
available. You can teach at
a university level, work at a
museum, write, study or do
See Art, page 13

University of the Pacific's
Career
and
Internship
Center is moving to the Main
Gym in the second week of
January.
The Career and Internship
Center is taking this opportunity to move closer to the
students on campus before
the Spring semester beings.
Ideally the center will be
accessible to more students
because of an increase the
visibility and promotion of
the Center on campus.
Formerly occupied by
Athletics
and
Men's
Basketball, the Main Gym
will serve as a setting to the
Career
and
Internship
Center allowing more interest in careers and internships
to students without them
having to cross Pacific
Avenue to get their informa
tion.
,
'We are literally moving
from the outhouse to the
penthouse in terms of physi-

i^,k™ and avaikbl
W
cal location
of services."
™
By moving to a
location, the Career"
Internship Center w,lu
closer to the administrate
academic support fir
and other office's ,'•*
works with closely
'
Ford added, " with n a
space we can facilitate 2
dents better and have a mo.
professional environment"
Another advantage tosn
dents for this tremens
transition of facilities is tli
barrier of Pacific Avenut
Students will no longer haw
to walk across an overloads
traffic on their way to
center as before. Removal o
such a huge barrier will J
vide an immediate inc
to the student use of the i
ities and programs avail.
Overall the move to
Main Gym will benefit
dents and the Career.
Internship Center beca
quality and quantity of
grams available.

LASER AND SKIN CARE CENTER
Gift Certificates Gift Baskets
Laser Hair Removal
Laser Resurfacing
Synergic Cellulite Reduction System
Facials Waxing
Collagen fBotox Inject ions Sclerotherapy
Cellex-C B-Lift Peels
Obgi NuDerm Skin Restoration System
Dermalogicn Skin Care Products
Fine Cosmetics Custom Blended Foundation

STUDEMT
SPECIAL
i

-The Pap,^

$2.00 Off

Laser & Skin Center
Central Valley Dermatology
423 N. Lincoln Center
Stockton, CA 95207
477-SKIN (7546)

Central Valley Dermatology
Skin Care Center
294 N. Cottage Avenue
Manteca, CA 95336
825-4302
iv w iv.theskinca recen ter.com

J Any Large Pizza
with coupon
one coupon
per pizza
vs.?
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Alpha Kappa Phi

The men of Archania
would like to thank the
Sweethearts who helped
make Saturday's Monte
Carlo night a huge suc
cess. Fun was had by all in
a t t e n d a n c e .
Congratulations
and
thanks to our band for
their first performance of
the year on Wednesday;
way to go guys. Also we
would like to recognize
our Light Bros who made
the house look great. We
look forward to seeing
you at tommorrow night's
Winter Wonderland, as
the Archania
family
wraps up a great fall
semester. Good Luck on
finals, and feel free to stop
by anytime.

Greek Life
Delta Gamma
The ladies of Delta
Gamma would like to
wish eveeryone much
luck in the remaining
week of finals. The DG's
wish all of you a wonder
ful and safe holiday sea
son and we hope to see
many of you in formal
rush.

Z A B X A E <D A
Z
completed
our Third ¥
Annual "Hit of Reality" on I
December 1-3. Fifty hours A
of homelessness really E
makes us appreciate the
many things people usu T
I
ally take for granted.

Last year, our efforts P
generated $43,000. After 0
collecting our pledge n
money, and corporate
o
sponsor contributions, we
will find out if we were as N
Phi Delta Theta
successful this year. All M
proceeds benefit the Food A
The Men of Phi Delta Bank of San Joaquin, just K
Theta engaged in a won in time for the cold winter
r
derful and heartwarming months and seasonal holi
$
experience in hosting a days.
Mini-Olympics at the
We would like to pub E
YMCA in Stockton. The licly congratulate out A
kids were grateful and it recent initiates. They will £2
brought smiles to all the prove to be a great asset to
0
bros to be able to work the house in the coming
with the community in years. We want to remind P
this way. We look for all the men out there to E
Delta Delta Delta
ward to seeing interested consider signing up for 1
men signing up for Spring Spring Rush. We guaran A
Tri Delta extends the Rush, as it is a great tee it will be a decision
E
best wishes to all UOP opportunity in your col you will not regret.
Applications are avail ¥
students, staff, faculty and lege experience. We wish
administration during the everyone good luck with able in the McCaffrey 0
holiday season. Best of their finals and we hope Center Student Activities A
luck and knowledge to you enjoy a safe and Office. Pi Kappa Alpha 1
fraternity wishes every
those students studying happy holiday break.
A
one the best of luck on
for finals. We enjoyed our
their studying for finals, E
Fall 1998 semester and
Pi Kappa Alpha
and a happy holiday sea ¥
look forward to the new
year ahead.
n
Pike is proud to have son.
V Z A r E O T K A M N o n e p i T Y f i H T Z A B X 0

Art
Continued from page 12

'

ta|ch-

You can also work
^rious companies sell-n8 paintings.
sJ?u'e'er *s a busy gal!
, J Lgins her day early in
•Horning
preparay-b with
'y.u. prep

Recruiting

HOr,...!*•

°ntinued from page 11

Lo\^ate Wi^ serve in
tftheDK aftCr comPIetion
Person , pro8ram is also a
5, decisi°" with no
TJ1,?0" ">= candidate.
'Bat ,u entS should know
°PPorf!S 1S n0t 3 scholarship
|n8 fromoTSAfter iradUat"
for a ...
'b, applications
paX'nR

d
$P=;n
50 a

LI
friend ^f11

m

are available'

month.

and a
college went

tion for classes and goes
through the afternoon giv
ing lectures and teaching.
Currently, Schleier has pre
pared two items ready for
publication. One is an arti
cle and the other is a chap
ter in a book.

Schleier is a strong
believer that anything is
possible. She has been liv
ing her life positively and
her effectively motivating
attitude has made for a
great teaching environment
for her students to excel.

through the program togeth
er. His friend has a degree in
history, and now flies for the
Marine Corps as a fighter
pilot.
OTS is exclusive in that
aviation is guaranteed, pend
ing quality of eyesight and
successful passing of the
Flight Aptitude Test. People
think "fighter pilots are like
Superman," but Captain
Wilkin says they are just per
forming their job.
Another
interesting
opportunity for OTS gradu-

ates to pursue is attendance
at an accredited American
Bar Association (ABA) law
school. During the summers,
these commanding officers
may go on temporary duty at
the Law Center in a paid
position ($2500 per month).
Officers also have the privi
lege to try a case because of
military policy stating that
officers may take a case to
trial, unlike the typical attor
neys who do not receive
courtroom time until well
after their second year.
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ASUOP to start
elections in Spring

JORGE M. BARRIERE
Guest Writer

February 1st is the projected
date for the rek'ase of the ASUOP
election packets.. Being that elec
tion time is so soon now should
be the time you start thinking
about running for an office.
There are three types of offices
you can run for in these elections.
The president and vice presi
dent are elected as a team and not
by individual positions. The
other two categories of offices in
the elections are both senate posi
tions, one Ls an at-large senate
position and one is a constituent
school senate position.
Senators comprise the legisla
tive branch, one of three branch
es in our student government.
These students approve all
expenditures of the $307,000
given to ASUOP through the fee

assessed to all undergraduate
students with more than 8.5
units.
At-laige senators are elected
by die entire student body. The
three at-large positions available
represent the RHA, Greek
Council and the UCC.
There are other ASUOP posi
tions available, chosen by the
newly elected administration
After theelections in April. If any
of you would like to get
involved in ASUOP there are
three senate positions available
right now.
These positions are: Senator
At-large:
Residence
Hall
Association, Senator At-large:
United Cultural Council and
Senator. School of Engineering.
Please stop by the ASUOP office
to find out more about these
positions and elections in general
or call 946-2233.

I.A BOULANGER1E
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La Boulangerie Freshly Baking Daily on Site
Something New at Your La Lou
Croissants
Bagels
Muffins
Scones
Applestrudel

Sandwiches
Salads
Gyros
Iced Coffees
Cafe Mocha

Coffee
Tea
Espresso
Cappuccino
Cafeau La it

Stop By our Grand Canal Location to see our new Meeting / Party Room.

Location *1
1324 Grand Canal Blvd.

Location 12
Sherwood Mall

478-4780 (fax orders) 478-4782

472-0995

Phone orders accepted all day phone or fax

Dr. Carlos Rangel

We specialize in sports and auto injuries.
Students welcome to call for free consultation.

The Waterfront Warehouse
445 W. Weber Ave. Ste# 242 • Stockton, CA 95203
Phone: (209) 948-5070

Fax: (209) 948-5995
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Top Ten

P A C I F I C A N

The Red Elvises
MATT MARBLE
Staff Writer

10) Too much
eggnog
9) Cheesy
holiday movies

7) Rabid
shoppers

Dressed in tlnir best for the season, these three young
ladies enjoy their visit with the man in the big red suit
at President DeRosa's home. I'art of the annual Festival
of Lights, the DeRosa's invited all for cookies and hot
chocolate after the big event on Sunday.

5) Shopping
for Furbies
4) Homework
3) Frostbite
2) 30 mile per
hour snow
balls
I) Yellow snow
Compiled by
M lofgottscn

K

I was asked to write this
article on my best concert
experience ever - but I had
one problem. What do I
judge my best concert experi
ence on; musical quality,
stage theatrics, or the venue
where the show is held?
While all these factors inter
play with each other, one
band has been consistent in
the eight or nine shows I
have seen of them. This band
is the Red Elvises, a high
energy surf-a-billy band.
The band was formed in
Los Angeles, in the winter of
'96 when Igor Yuzov and
Oleg Bernov, formerly of
LIMPOPO (a crazy Russian
folk'n'roll band that toured
the U.S. and Canada), teamed
up with a long time friend

and virtuoso player, 21*
Kolykhanov. The thne
laborated to start a band
boldly goes where no ,
bands have gone b<
Later, the band was joint
drummer Avi Sills of Ai
TX, the only American I
band.
Over the last three |
the Red Elvises have
aged to put out a new n
each year of powerful si
billy music debuting
Grooving the Moscow Rt
August of '96, Surfin
Siberia in February of
and I Wanna See
Bellydance in June of '98
Confused as to what
a-billy is?
I could
describe it as a blend oft
tional surf rock and m
billy. The band is comp
of two guitarists, a dmn
See Elvises, poj

Holiday harmony hits Santa's gift lists
I I I I I F ANTON
Awrnw
JULIE

6) Grandma's
fruit cake

946-2

Band review:

Top ten
things to
avoid over
holiday
break

8) Dinner with
the Griswalds

KIA JO»U
LIVING b

Staff Writer

It's that time of year when
we have to start picking out
gifts for others instead of for
ourselves. Bummer. But have
no fear, I come bearing cre
ative gift ideas for those
hard-to-buy-for individuals
on Santa's shopping list.
Roommates arc sometimes
tricky ones to please at holi
day time. If you share your
dorm room with a stereoblasting bass freak, or live
with little miss I-own-everything, chances are they
haven't picked up this little
number called "Ultimate
Dance Party 1999." This CD
offers a bit of everything that
is sure to please even the
most finicky music fans.
Some tracks include "Too
Close" by Next, "Walkin' On
The Sun" from Smash Mouth,
"It s Like That" from RunD.M.C. vs. Jason Nevins, and
"I Say A Little Prayer," »
remix
by Diana
Ring.

r-

„

.

"Ultimate Dance Party 1999"
from Arista Records is one to
check out.
Now, what are you sup
posed to do with your little
brother for Christmas? MCA
Records recently released
"Experience Hendrix: The
Best of Jimi Hendrix." This
album has all classics from
"Purple Haze" to the "Star
Spangled Banner" and my
personal favorite "Foxy
Lady." Your guitar-fanatic
cronies will be playing their
brains out in no time.
Grandma and Grandpa,
next door neighbors, and
your boyfriend's mom will
love this next CD. From Barry
Manilow comes the all-time
greatest conglomeration of
yesterday's songs. "Manilow
Sings Sinatra" has the bigbrass-band sound that could
only accompany Sinatra's
music. The classic "Strangers
In The Night" sounds almost
as good as the original.
Few people know that
when you make your appear

ance at the val party this year,
you should bring something
for your hostess. Martina
McBride has released "White
Christmas" which compli

ments any festive amf
this season.
So have a great ho
and we'll see ya next s»
ter.

ARTINA

M

' BK I

ML

KVut* Chtiftma*

-* .

Martina McBride, just one great gift idea for the scav'
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/lexican food you
iust check out
iLLY CACCIAPAGLIA

tion of fast food and sit down,
ff Writer
' have been to San Felipe
more times than I can count
a Felipe Grille
and I almost always run into
jfrition: 4601 Pacific
someone 1 know, emphasizing
^.e
the close location and good
fours- 8am-9pm seven
reputation of this establish
es a week, 952-6261
™enl-, Efh time 1 8°-order
J——
-the chicken quesadilla for
For anyone who has not yet $5.28. This is one of their most
scovered San Felipe Grille, expensive items because they
»w is the time. San Felipe give two of their very filling
is been tantalizing Stockton quesadillas. Many times 1 will
sidents and UOP students split my order, as I have found
ir about five years. It is the that eating the entirety of the
ace to go if you want quick, meal is overwhelming. So 1
icap and tasty Mexican food, decided to take my friend's
Lsconveniently located close lead and try something differi campus and is a culmina- ent.

V

\

T
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F.LISSA DURKIN
Psycho"- Thriller
tlarring: Vince Vaughn,
Anne Heche, Juliamie
Moore. Viggo Mortensen,
and William H. Macv.
tasdiyi
Gus Van
Sant.
I
_
SiUflg: R
106 minutes.
The question is: Does the
'dated version of the 1960
sycho succeed in its 1998
ebut?
The answer is: No.
There is nothing horribly
\ron£ wi*h Gus Van Sant's
J**t°r) remake of Alfred
p hcock's
original
,.i.
• Tf's that modern
nces today just won't
IUy*
I'th the likes of movies
.uch as "Scream" and "I
Y°u raa
*?"<
Last
mer taking box office
t!nan0Wadays' "Psycho"
»Uw!i.S,trangely oul of
Mhotror nfcks'3

gei,era'i0n

>»no(°Ba"u,l?.e 1998 ver"

Psycho is a scenerecreation of the
DesPite s°me
Edition6'
impiioH s' Such as an
<cut f
^fsTcubation scene
r
h'kinic^ ! ori8mal) and a
girl and a cow on
hy.cr

first

a highway montage (Van
Sant's work), the new
"Psycho" basically follows
the same plot and style as
the old one.
There's good old Norman
Bates (Vince Vaughn), care
taker of the Bates Motel. It's
a motel with 12 vacancies—
12 cabins, 12 vacancies.
Norman lives in a creepy
old house behind the motel
with his sick "mother". It
looms in the background in
Edgar Allen Poe tradition.
And one stormy night, on
her way to meet her
boyfriend
Sam
(Viggo
Mortensen), Marion Crane
(Anne Heche) still breaks
off the main highway and
finds shelter at the Bates
Motel.
Fleeing from Phoenix,
Arizona with a stolen wad
of $400,000 (updated from
the 1960 amount of $40,000),
Marion is again last seen at
the Bates Motel by the
uneasy, child-like, and sinis
ter smiling Norman.
The rest of the movie is
the search for Marion, by
Sam,
her
sister
Lila
(Julianne Moore), and Lila s
private detective Abergast
(William H. Macy).
The acting in this film is
fine. Vaughn is innocent
and volatile. The audience
will like him and dislike

•

•

•

AiTn

It may be far from the border, but San Felipe Grille provides great meals close to campus
This last time 1 visited 1
tried the chicken burrito. It is
a big fat burrito filled with
chicken, cheese, rice, beans
and spice tomatoes. 1 couldn't
finish all of this order either.

Hitchcock's version was better
taff Writer

t*5?
£»»«*« ««*»

'«ISH

him. Although, his abrupt
nature could be more mildly
sinister at times. Heche
plays the morally torment
ed Marion convincingly.
She doesn't stay for long,
however. And the support
ing cast serves its function.
They do not get much of an
opportunity to develop
depth, but I don't think
Hitchcock wanted them to.
1 enjoyed Hitchcock's
unique film style then and I
still enjoy it now. I like the
sweeping, intrusive, and
odd-angled photography. 1
like his offbeat tempo and
strange sensibility.
I just can't appreciate its
remake in a 1998 setting.
And neither will today's
younger audience I believe.
The movie is too slow. It
is also too simple. And it is
definitely not violent or
thrilling enough to compete
with modern horror.
The bottom line is that
Van Sant salutes Hitchcock,
but he also spoofs him.
That's where the audience
will become disenchanted.
Although the shower scene
is dramatic and the slashing
and bloody (especially in
color) are nauseating, no
one can help but laugh at
the overhead shot of the
corpse draped ungracefully
over the edge of the tub.

My eating companion and I
also ordered chips with bean
dip. This was the perfect
appetizer for us, tasty but not
too filling. The timing was
perfect because our food came

Elvises

Continued from page 14
and a triangular three
stringed bass. Combining
their extensive classical
(Russian) theatrical training
with lots of charisma, the
Red Elvises' give a live per
formance that is indis
putably unforgettable. One
of my favorite pieces is a

before we got too weighed
down on chips.
When looking for fabulous
Mexican food, closer to
Stockton than the border, give
San Felipe Grille a try.
Dick Dale (famous for the
theme song to the movie
Pulp Fiction) influenced
song called Lovepipe.
With their blend of
Russian and world ethnic
music, reckless surf and
rock-a-billy licks and good
old "rock 'n roll," the Red
Elvises have perfected an
original style of high energy,
good-time music.

Pi Kappa Alpha would like to
thank the following sponsors
of our annual Hit of Reality
fundraiser:
Alpha Phi
ASUOP Presents
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Gamma
Earl & Margot Porter
Garlic Brothers
HJ Heinz Corp.
Impact! Promotions
Kappa Alpha Theta
KPAC
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hanyak
Tepa Taqueria
Tim & Lisa Rayl
Xerox, Doculogix Corp.
Thank you to all the others who helped make
our event a successful one! Pike and the San
Joaquin Food Bank thank you!
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Horoscopes

The
Junior
Mint

Aquarius

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor
I have recently discov
ered yet another mystery
that has yet to be answered.
As i am watching the movie
"Mission Impossible" with
two girl "friends," I am
constantly being intenipted
as they have no idea what is
happening as far as plotlino.
However, the plot thickens
the next day when I go to
the mall with a girl who
shops for makeup. How
can a person be confused by
a simple plot like "Mission
Impossible" and be totally
understanding about relat
ing colors and lip gloss and
eyeliner and whatever else
they wear at the same time?
As I said, this is yet another
mystery that has yet to be
solved.
One of the many "splen
did (that word is so under
used) things here at UOP is
the many fonns of enter
tainment. For instance, 1
was presented with an
opportunity to watch a stu
dent-directed one act play.
I Itere was one ad that maily stood out. It was about
some crazy, buffooned-out
family that was turning into
a bunch of ants. There was
some
quality
acting,
though. 1 here was one guy
w ho played the crazy
father. I swear he sounded
so like Sean Connery that if
I was blind, I'd think it was
really him. He even strut
ted around like him. All in
all if was quality and
Tumor that I much needed
that Thursday night.
Public Safety has done it
again. Apparently, some
Md in Grace was "ill after
a,ing
mushrooms"
Seriously, check last week's
•vpwt on page 2. The ques
tion one now asks is what
kind of mushrooms was j
V ,
person
eating?
Toadstools? I think not.
iave a gout! break.

Tin PACI,

Pisces

Aries

(January 20 to February 18)
You'll make your mark socially
this week Slngkt. meet with

(February 19 to March 20) For a
while you're closeted with your

(March 21 to April 19) An off
beat career proposition is made

own thought- But the Week takes

unexpected romantic

introduc

an upbeat him with unexpected

tions.
Partnership^ activities
are highlighted.

to you this week, You'll come to
a decision abcgit a school or trav

romantic developments occurring.
Capitalize over the weekend.

el matter. Social Hfp finds you in
demand over the Weekend.

Gemini

Cancer

(May 21 to June 20) You may
feel strongly drawn toward some

Be sure

with a new look.

and creative work pique your
interest in general this week.

Libra

to com

(July

23

to

Virgo
August

22)

Compassionate guidance is the
who

are

being

rebellious.

plete tasks that need to be done

Recreation is high on your list of

around the house flits weekend.

tilings to do. Some receive a gift.

Scorpio

Sagittarius

(October 23 to November 21)

The accent is on partnership
activities. L'nexpet ted compa

(November 22 to December

You 11 be making stifle changes
at home base. Intuition guides
your work efforts. I.oVe at first

21) Visits or news from grand

tu party ». a /tbsVjfrilit'y, Some
begin a decorating'project.

sight is possible this weekend.
By all meansgpt out!

(August 23 to. September 22)
Work left oxer from the office
fills some of your time this week
but the accent quickie -witch..
pleasure
with e\uti:v
romance a distinct likelihood.

keynote in dealings with children

(September 21 to October 22)

ny may d»f>p by. An impromp

unusual types are attracted to i,

A career matter is finally settled
relaxing weekend awaits.

Leo

(June 21 to July 22) You're
somewhat independent and flirta
tious this week. Some experiment

one but may not lxi ready to reveal
your attraction. > Croup Activities

(April 20 to May 20) yw
stand out from the crowd in so*
way and don't besurprised if

Capricorn
(December 22 to January 1"
You'll bring a w oik project to com
pletion early in the week. Partners
are likely? to keep you /jgues-ing
but any surprises x.nll be ple.i-.mi
ones. Romance is thrilling.

children are indicated. Romance
and travel make for a pleasant
combination. A work colleague
may appeal to you romantically.

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

The Young and
the Restless

Kit reacted with alarm to
Kate agreed to have din
Luke told Laura he had
Ryan's presence at Wilwood, ner with Roman although
Alice, Cassie's adoptiu
prompting Jack to accuse she knew his agenda wasn't tried to kill Helena by loos mother,
learned
about
him of rape. Kit fled to the romantic. Vivian assumed ening the parapet. After she Sharon's friend, Grace. Jack
hunting lodge with Edmund Stefano's rush to get married and Luke discussed the lies and Brad urged Victor to
that beset their marriage, make their new positions at
in pursuit. Dixie told Braden meant she had
little time left
if David helps her recover, to live. Ali tried to seduce Laura got Stefan to admit he Newman official.
Tony
set her up to get evidence on decided to confront Nick
she'll go back to Tad.
Mike in his office.
I iilzn
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bedrooms

Food To Go • Catering

Delicious Mexican
food with a twist

|~:i7 Pjohc Avmur » Sluckton CA 1

~ A

•Park-lite setting

"Mexican Restaurant"

u

Bienvenidos Amigos To:

'Unique 1.243

„

•Fireplaces

Best Value!

'PoolSpa

Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments

4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

Inferrief Access
Sfl/r/pnf zin/V r

i.

-

R E A L

M F Y i ra u

www.inreach.com . 800-446-7322 • info^inreach.c

F O O D

• Tamales
• Combination^ *
• Quesadillas
• Enchiladas

• Hot Plates

Menudo y Birria Sat. & Sun

. .

INREACH
internet

e A < T

• Tacos
• Tortas
• Nachos
• Camarones
• Burritos
• Carnitas

1205 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 9520/

ecial!

* Local 56k access
* FREE Software
$1 T55 Am?
* FREE Internet Book
x J
sef fee?
• 10 Megs Web Space
• Toll-free Tech Support
-MMo^yBack Guarantee

TEPA TAQUER1A

(209) 476-8802
Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXTTOMERVYN'S

10%

i
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Profile: Andy Snaider
Sliick Super Hoops will be celebrating its
5th Anniversary at the University of the
acific. During the past 14 years, more than
5 million college students have competed in
jhick Super Hoops.
The largest collegiate 3-on-3 basketball
ournament in the world returns to Pacific on
lanuary 30 at 1 p.m. in the Main Gym.
Schick Super Hoops, the official collegiate
Von-3 Basketball Tournament of the NBA and
a part of the N'IRSA (National Intramural
Sports Association) sponsorship and endorsment program, celebrates its 15th anniversary
by offering nearly 200,000 students at 400 cologos and universities a competitive tourna
ment, cool pri/es and the chance to compete
against other school champions at one of eight
regional tournaments. As a special bonus, all
campus champions are recognized in an issue
of Sport Magazine and are posted on a special
Super
Hoops
website
at
Schick
www.NMGsports.com.
The men's and women's winner at each
campus competition will advance to one of
eight Schick Super Hoops Regional
liuirnaments to compete for regional
supremacy in an all-day event against up to
50 other area schools. Some of the prizes
include EA Sports NBA Live 99 video games
along with T-shirts and other freebies .
Schick sponsors the NBA's Rookie of the
Year Award. Joining the Schick in support of
this great event ate other program sponsors
including EA Sports and Sport Magazine.
Please contact Carla Konet at 209-946-7306
for more information.
Volleyball Wrap-up:
In Men's 4 Person A the team of The Other
Team held off the men of Phi Delt in a match
that was a true example of great plav. The
Other Team pulled ahead. They took the
championship with a 2-0 victory.
The Men's 4 Person B division champi
onship was captured by team Sinfonia. Pike B
continued to challenge for the two games,
coming up short in straight sets of 15-12 and
15-13.
Digby's and Profusion II needed three
Ranies to decide the co-rec champion,
•^fusion II had a slow start but finished
s,rong as they took the match 14-16,15-7, and

Corner
Continued from page 20

't miss it
T1\UOP women's hoop
RjNtte this Saturday vs. Fresno
d v is the most important
f, ',u' of the season. FSU won
ldst season.
^eet Coach Murrell
cm Murrell has brought
...
tastic attitude to the
men's basketball program.
D°n

15-11.
In the co-rec B Championship game RX
squared off against S-Dub in a match that
went the distance of three games. RX won the
first game 15-7 and appeared to have the
momentum going into the second game. SDub battle all the way back eventually win
ning the second game 15-11. RX secured the
championship with a 16-14 win.
The co-rec C championship game started
out even as Pa Kine and HSA began their
match. Da Kine marched on to a 15-10, 15-12
!
victory.
The women of DG and IT took the court in
the women's final. FT took control taking the
first game. In the second game EXT bounced
back with a 15-6 win only to have their efforts
taken away by PTs great play to win the
championship 16-14, 6-15,15-6.
Pre Holiday Basketball Wrap-Up
Phi Delt and Pike advanced from the
Mens'A Orange Bracket and The Townies and
One Shot advanced from the Black Bracket.
Phi Delt met up with One Shot in the first
round. Phi Delt's Strength on the boards and
ihside game was too much as they went on to
win 49-34.
In the second playoff game, Pike took on
the Townies. The Townies jumped out to an
early 15-0 lead only to see it shrink to three
points at the half. The Townies prevailed 5748. The Championship game was a repeat
from last year as the Townies and Phi Delt met
once again. The Townies jumped out to the
early lead as in their previous games and
never looked back. Through strong defense
the Townies sealed a 45-36 victory to be
champs.
In the Men's B the two Price teams of Price
A and Price B "advanced to the first round only
to knock one of their own teams out of the
tournament. Price B advanced to the finals as
they beat their namesake 58-49. In the other
semi, Profusion showed a strong perimeter
offense and took an early lead.
The second half remained close until
Profusion slowly pulled away to a 47-32 win.
Profusion and Price B battled it out all the way
up until the buzzer and finished tied. In a fiveminute overtime period Profusion took the
victory 39-36.

I like her coaching style and
her frame of mind. I thought
last year's team needed more
discipline and better coaching.
Murrell has changed things
and her great attitiude is rea
son enough to go to women's
hoop games.
Between the 'Dogs
Fox Sports' documentary
'Between the Madness' of
Fresno State's basketball pro
gram chronicled last year's

troubled Bulldogs. Coach Jerry
Tarkanian may be a legend but
he's lacking one thing in his
last three years at FSU: An
NCAA Tournament bid. If
Tark put half as much effort
into recruiting quality studentathletes that have an ounce of
character as he did into win
ning, his program might actu
ally make "The Big Dance'.
Instead, his players have rap
sheets, drug problems and

Coach points club
in right direction
STEVE CABRAI.
Staff Writer

Behind every good team
there is a good coach. The UOP
men's club lacrosse team has
not had a winning record up
until last year and a great deal
of the credit goes to head coach
Andy Snaider for turning the
program around.
Snaider graduated from
Pacific in 19% with a degree in
marketing and was a member
of the lacrosse team. After
graduation he helped the team
out in his spare time and even
tually took over as the coach.
Snaider guided Pacific to it's
first-ever playoff appearance in
the team's history in 1997 and
is the reason club lacrosse still
exists while many other club
sports have went extinct. Andy
also works for residential life
and housing as the house
director of Omega Phi Alpha
and is currently pursuing his
MBA in business at Paicific.
Andy
started
playing
lacrosse his junior year at LickWilmerding High School in
San Francisco. He is not only
now tine head coach of the
Pacific Facrosse team but also
recruits a lot of players on cam
pus, organizes the alumni
game, team schedule and
helps the team with fundraising.
Snaider said, "motivation is
the key to success and lack of
motivation is the only obstacle
to reaching your goals."
By motivating his players
the team was able to become a
threat and the highlight was
beating Humbolt State at home
samurai aspirations. Studentatheletes? I don't think so.
Athlete-thugs is what they are.
The Beat Down List
1. UOP Students- The defin
ition of apathetic fans becomes
simply pathetic. Look Mom, I
went to UOP and never went
to a single sporting event
2. Fresno State guard Chris
Herren- This guy is so good
(28 points vs. UOP), 1 love to
hate him.

last season. It was a great win
because the year before Pacific
lost twice to tire Lumberjacks
by more than twenty goals
each game.
Pacific has had a good pre
season including a 12-4 win
over Cal State Hayward and a
4-1 victory against Sacramento
State in a tournament at UC
Davis after losing to them 12-2
in the playoffs to end last sea
son.
Pacific plays their final pre
season game against UC Davis
this Saturday at Brookside
Field at 1 p.m.

ITEAM LEGENDSI
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS. HATS. JACKETS MUGS,
1'ENS, KEYCHAINS. (t MOKE!!
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BRING IN THIS AD AND
RKCIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN

JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4h27 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
4h9-2474 FAX:4MM.W

H O 1, I I) A Y

CINEMA 8

626? West lane

—r—

966 5680

Bargain Matinees in () rry n
Advance T.rl/M
Ticket Clior
Sales
Available at the Box Office

Star Trek
Insurrection - PG
Dally:(2:15,2:45.4:50.5:IS) 7:IS.
7 •40.9:45.10:00
Eariy Show Fri-Sun: (11:45.12:1S)

Psycho - R
Daily: <2:30.5:00) 7:35.1035
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:10)

Enemy of the State - R
Daily: (1:50.4:15.4:45) 700.
7:30.9 50. Ift 15
Early Showi Fri-Sun: (1105.1 10)

Elizabeth - R
Daily:(I 40.4 20) 7:10.9:55
Earty Show Fri-Sun: (11 ~00)

Meet Joe Black - PG 13
Daily: (3.45) 7:25 -NO 715 SAT U/il
Early Show Fri-Sun: (1200)

Very Bad Things - R
Daily (4:30) 935
Earty Show Fri-Sun: (12.05)

Home Fries - PG 13
Daily (210) 705
Eariy Show Fn-Sun: (11 -50)

Special Sneak Preview
Saturday 12/12
Patch Adams - PG 13 7 25 PM
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Swimming

Tigers swim fast in Speedos
THE PACIF1CAN
Nothing symbolizes the
great sport of swimming mom
than the Speedo.
For the UOP men's and
women's swim teams that
meant donning their Speedos
and
competing in
the
UCl/Spoedo Cup tournament
with 23 different teams in
attendance last weekend.
The Pacific women finished
10th in the tournament out of
21 teams with 284.5 points.
Brigham Young took the top
position in the women's tour
ney with 1075.5 points.
The women were led by
their relay teams. The relay
team of Cari Bertrand,
Carmen
Dunn,
Jenna
lompkins
and
Cherise
Hughes took 8th in the 200
free relay with a time of
1:40.92. Follow that with the

team of Vera Choubabko,
Bertrand, Dunn and Tompkins
taking No. 10 in the 400 med
ley relay, time 4:05.78, and No.
8 in the 200 medley relay, time
1:52.65 and you have quite a
finish.
Bertrand also had a great
individual finish in the 100
breast taking eighth place with
a time of 1:08.65. Fellow relay
swimmer Hughes finished
15th in the 50 free, time
00:25.36,
and
Tompkins
snagged 18th place in the 200
individual medley with a fin
ish of 2:12.21.
The men's team also swam
well taking the No. 5 spot out
of 16 teams with an impressive
score of 899.5. The victor in
men's action was Florida with
1306.0 points.
The men also dominated the
relay section with their teams.
Cody Cannon, Karl Thaning,

Liko Soules-Ono and Matt
Smart swam a 3:27.68 in the
400 medley relay to take fifth.
Cannon, Thaning, and SoulesOno also swam with Marcelo
Tonelli in the 200 medley relay,
again capturing the No. 5 spot
with a time of 1:35.56.
Outstanding
individual
results also abounded the
men's team. Thaning took
eighth in the 50 free, time
00:20.92, and No. 16 in the 100
breast at 00:59.52.
Tonelli finished eighth in the
400 individual medley, time
4:09.47, and 12th in the 200
individual
medley,
time
1:55.16. Cody Cannon swam a
00:53.50 in the 100 back for a
No. 11 finish and Liko SoulesOno swam a 00:50.53 in the 100
fly to finish ninth. Andy
Thurman swam took 10th in
the 500 free for a time of
4:37.46.

lama Tompkins helped the Pacific women's swim team to tenth place at the Speedo Cup
HOOOS

Continued from page 20
43 with 16:42 left in the game.
"Everybody just came out
and knew we needed a "W",
said Alexander, "and focused
in on that."
We just didn't stop any
body,"
McKnight
said.
Having 25 turnovers, youfre
not gonna win games if you
donit stop anybody and have

~ h,C,h created 28 P°ints off of
Pacific
turnovers. Scott
Thomason had six turnovers
and forward Jason Williams
finished the game with more
turnovers (five) than points
(four).
"I thought once we got our
pressure defense going it real
ly hurt them," said Tarkanian,
currently in his fourth year at
FSU. The Tigers nailed 64 per
cent of their treys in the first
half but ;r
that "™
would
k1, not con-

employed , napping defense

McKnigh, Li.y.Tas

„

r ..

.7

to see the Tigersf 6-1 junior
play so well.
"McKnight shot the lights
out," Tarkanian said. "1 was
really happy for Clay that he
had a great game." But Tark
said he was more thrilled
with his teamfs victory.
"Our defense got after it,"
said Herren, a senior. "We
played well."
Pacific started the game on
a tear hitting four threes and
imping
jumping ™t
out to a 124
12-4 lead.

£

^

Martha Yarbrough wants revenge against Fresno State.

Women's Basketball

Wins escape Tigers
THE PACIFICAN
Road trips have not been
kind to UOP this year. The
Wells Fargo Classic in Tempe,
Az. was no different.
Three of four losses have
come on the road in the Tigers'
young season. St Joseph's and
Gonzaga got past the Orange
and Black last weekend.
First St. Joseph's jumped
out to a 24-17 lead at halftime
in Saturday's first round
game. The Hawks could only
muster a .333 field goal per
centage but UOP didn't shoot
much better at .327 for the
game.
Angela Zampella led the
Hawks with 18 points and hit
4-of-5 from three-point land.
Selena Ho and Chante Guggia
both finished with nine points
for the Tigers. Eden Palacio
came off the bench for eigth
points but St. Joe's (2-3)went
on to win 54-44.
Scott
Thomason
and
McKnight hit back-to-back
trifectas to give UOP a 33-28
lead with 6:00 to play in the
first frame.
What happened next was
the beginning of the end for
Pacific.
FSU broke loose like a
mangy dog in a neighbor
hood, for a 16-0 run to end the
half capped by Ely's monster
dunk to go into the break
with a 44-33 lead. UOP never
recovered and struggled all
night to get points inside.
The 'Dogs inside guys,
wiry 6-9 Ely and Randy

In the consolation game
UOP went
up against
Gonzaga and held a 32-1'
advantage at the half. The
Bulldogs stormed back in th
second half scoring 46 pointand went on to win bv the
final of 65-64.
Jessica Malone blasted 5-ot
10 treys and finished with 1"
points. Ho again led the Tiger
with 17 points (5-for-9 three
point FGs) five assists and
four
rebounds.
Martha
Yarbrough contributed 12
points and freshman Dolinda
Meeker added 11.
Palacio again had eight ot:
the bench for Pacific and
Sarah Yarbrough grabbed 1rebounds to go with nine
points. Bulldog Holly Turner
had 17 points on 7-forT
shooting.
Pacific (2-4) will be tested
this Saturday when they fJfl
Fresno State at the Spano*
Center at 7 |
Holcomb, a 6-8 rock, chippy
in 13 and 12 points respective
iy"1 thought we did rt ''!
well against the trap, s""
McKnight, "we just made stu
pid turnovers, careless p>'~
es."
Pacific (4-1) can make up
for their first loss 1 1
Saturday
at
EoyolJ
Marymount before return"1ihome to face No. 5 Stanford
on Dec. 19.
Next time the Bulldogs •;
the opponent, you can bt t ^
Tigers will try to just sura'*'
by the three.
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\leyball-

ued from page 20

A place the Tigers
i't been since 1990.
cific's confidence for
|jpanning contest is runf high
ife .ire one of the only
that is getting better
the very end," said
I coach John Dunning,
won national titles in
t and 1986 in his first two
ons as head coach,
i lot of teams are fading
now but we are still
dng
and
getting
tiger," Dunning added.
Jicific demonstrated this
|ant strength during the
and second rounds of
INCAA Tournament this
Ikend.
porida Atlantic made its
appearance in the
\A tournament. It was a
' brief appearance.
•icific swept the Owls in
an hour and ten mini with a score of 15-5, 15-

8. and 15-5 with the help of a
team-high 15 kills by Smith.
Stegemann helped to put the
nails in Florida's coffin by
adding nine kills to the
bloodbath.
"Those (kills) are fun,"
said Stegemann, "it is more
satisfying when you frus
trate the other person.
Hitting the ball straight
down doesn't frustrate them
as much."
The mind games contin
ued on Saturday night when
the Tigers faced off with the
Sacramento State Hornets,
dueling for a spot in the
round three match against
Brigham Young University.
The Hornets came out
strong, then lost their focus
due to the Tigers' excellent
technical game.
"We served exceptionally
well, passed very well, and
were able to keep them out
of synch." said Dunning "It's
like a game of dominoes.
You have to pass and serve
well to keep that first domi

no from falling."
Sacramento
never
regained their confidence,
eventually being defeated by
the mighty Tigers in a three
match sweep of 15-4, 15-5,
and 15-3 lasting less than an
hour.
The Hornets played with
only a .028 team hitting per
centage vs. the Tigers .305
statistic for the night.
The amount of determina
tion exerted by Pacific was
apparent during the post
season games.
"You have to realize that
we have worked all our lives
for these moments." said
Stegemann "I have worked
for nine years to be in the
regionals."
Dunning will now focus
his team on the challenge of
BYU and the third round of
the NCAA tournament.
"Hopefully we will have
the best matches of the year
next
weekend."
said
Dunning "We are definitely
not at our peak yet."
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Stegemann could lead UOP to its first Final Four since 1990.
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Determination, teamwork,
and
good
old-fashioned
bloodthirsty tactics seem to
be the key to the Tigers' suc
cess this season.
Led by serial killers Elsa
Stegemann
and
Jennica
Smith, Pacific swept Florida
Atlantic and Sacramento
State, to the savage delight of
the home court fans in
Spanos Center.
The ladies pack their bags
this week to face Brigham
Young University in the
Regional Semifinals for the

Pacific
74
Fresno State 91

S f t Corner• p0ge ]%
Uay McKniglit burned the Bulldogs for 31 points on

